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What Are Cookies?
Cookies are small text files containing a string of characters that can be placed on
your computer or mobile device that uniquely identify your browser or device.
What Are Cookies Used For?
Cookies allow a site or services to know if your computer or device has visited that
site or service before. Cookies can then be used to help understand how the site or
service is being used, help you navigate between pages efficiently, help remember
your preferences, and generally improve your browsing experience. Cookies can
also help ensure marketing you see online is more relevant to you and your
interests.
How We Use Cookies:
Our website stores and retrieves information on your browser using cookies. This
information is used to make the site work as you expect it to. It is not personally
identifiable to you, but it can be used to give you a more personalized web
experience. Because we respect your right to privacy, you can choose to change
your privacy preferences to prevent non-essential cookies from being set.
Below is a list of the cookies we use on this site, which is updated whenever new
cookies are encountered and classified by our website team.
Strictly Necessary Cookies:
These cookies are necessary for the website to function and cannot be switched off
in our systems. They are usually only set in response to actions made by you which
amount to a request for services, such as setting your privacy preferences, logging in
or filling in forms.
You can set your browser to block or alert you about these cookies, but some parts
of the site will not then work. These cookies do not store any personally identifiable
information.
Strictly Necessary Cookies List:
 ASPSESSIONIDAQSSQSTA
 CookieUseAcceptance
 AllowPerfCookies
 AllowTargCookies
When Registered and Logged in:


WWF9IVisit, WWF9sID, and WWF9sLID

Performance Cookies:
These cookies allow us to count visits and traffic sources so we can measure and
improve the performance of our site. They help us to know which pages are the
most and least popular and see how visitors move around the site.
All information these cookies collect is aggregated and therefore anonymous. If you
do not allow these cookies we will not know when you have visited our site, and will
not be able to monitor its performance.
Performance Cookies List:
 Google Analytics
o _ga
 Used to distinguish users.
o _gat_ClientTracker0
 Used to throttle request rate.
o _gat_TimberlakeTracker
 Used to throttle request rate.
o _gid
 Used to distinguish users.

What Are Your Choices Regarding Cookies?
If you'd like to delete all cookies or instruct your web browser to delete or refuse
cookies, please visit the help pages of your web browser.
Please note, however, that if you delete performance cookies or refuse to accept
them, you might not be able to use all of the features we offer, you may not be able
to store your preferences, and some of our pages might not display properly.
You can always opt-out of Google Analytics cookies by using Google’s opt-out tool.

